Birdseed Eggs

You will need:

- 2 packets of plain/non-flavored gelatin
- Non-stick cooking spray
- Water
- Yarn, string, or twine
- 5 cups of bird seed
- Easter eggs (18 or more)
- Small bowl

This is a fun family friendly activity that everyone can enjoy!
Use your plastic eggs after your hunt to make these yummy treats for all your backyard buddies!

Directions:

1. In a small bowl mix 2 gelatin packets and 4 Tbsp. of cold water. Mix well.

2. In the microwave or on the stove: heat 2/3 cup water to a boil. Take boiling water and pour into smaller bowl and whisk into your gelatin mixture slowly...melting your gelatin into a liquid.

3. When melted completely...pour into a larger bowl containing your bird seed. Mix together both ingredients to make sure all the bird seed is coated in your gelatin mixture.

4. Next take your plastic eggs and set on a tray or in an empty egg carton. Spray the inside of your eggs with nonstick cooking spray.

5. Take your plastic egg and stuff both sides of egg with the seed mixture. Before closing the egg, place a length of string (for hanging later) on one side of the egg and then close the egg and lock into place.

6. Place your egg on your tray or empty egg carton. Repeat until all eggs are filled. (roughly 18+ plastic eggs)

7. Refrigerate overnight. They will be ready to hang up after 24-36 hours!